„Diana-PZL” Ltd
Hunt Agency, Olsztyn
Licence MOŚZNiL nr 153 (26.02.1997)

Terms, conditions and price list for the 2018/2019 season.

All prices in Euro from 1.04.2018 to 31.03.2019

Diana-PZL Ltd, Olsztyn
ul. Leśna 8
10-173 Olsztyn
tel. +48 89 527 24 07, +48 89 535 15 56
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www.diana.com.pl
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IBAN: PL SWIFT: BPKOPLPW
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Price list: hunters from abroad
This price list indicates the terms, conditions and prices relating to contracts between Diana PZL Ltd, Olsztyn, and providers of hunting facilities (hunt clubs
and breeding centres – OHZ) for the foreign hunt agencies as well as for hunters acting independly.
The prices listed here are also used for the calculation of fees between Diana
PZL Ltd, and hunt agencies abroad as well as for hunters acting independently.
They also determines the base for calculation the fees between Diana-PZL Ltd
and foreign hunt agencies or hunters taking an active part in shooting games.
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I. Terms and conditions
A. General
1. Diana-PZL shall be known in these terms and conditions as the Hunt
Agency. The Hunt Agency acts as agent between providers of hunting facilities in Poland, known henceforth as the Provider, and foreign customers.
The Hunt Agency deals with the organisation, operation and costing of hunts
for foreigners.
2. The Hunt Agency offers foreign hunters specific quantities and species of
quarry for shooting on hunting grounds offered by Providers on the conditions established in this price list or according to individual contract conditions .
3 The Hunt Agency accepts animals from Providers and offers them to foreign
hunters for sale on commisssion on the conditions mentioned in the price list.
Quantity and quality of the trophies that are possible to win are determined
by Providers.
4. A foreign hunt agency as well as a hunter acting independently can commission a hunt indicating requested time, preferred kind of accommodation,
specific quantities and species of quarry for shooting, expected quality of
trophies and preferred way of shooting game.
5. The Hunt Agency does not organize hunts in the periods of Easter, 1-2 November and 24-26-26 December (Christmas).
6. A foreign hunter is accompanied by an interpreter/guide. Details of his employment can be found on page 8 of the price list. The services of an interpreter/guide are compulsory for group hunts but particularly during driven
shootings.
B. How to order, change arrangements and cancel. Cancellation charges.
1. The Hunt Agency accepts hunts from a Provider, according to his offer
within no more than seven days before the shooting game starts. When the
hunt start date is less than seven days from the receipt of the request the
prior agreement of the Provider is needed.
2. Up to three days before the hunt start date the Hunt Agency is entitled to
change the location of the hunt, the number of hunters and the hunt programme, or to cancel the hunt completely. In these cases compensation is not
payable.
3. After setting up details and receiving a Voucher foreign hunter agencies or
hunters are required to pay a deposit within three weeks. The amount of the
deposit is established by the Provider and will vary according to the type
and duration of hunt required and is related to the price list attached below.
Copies of a request and a Voucher are sent to a Provider.
4. In the case of cancellation the hunt game by a hunter :
a) up to 2 weeks before the hunt the Hunt Agency will reimburse all fees
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paid, less the deposit. Payment will be transferred to a bank account.
b) less than two weeks before the hunt a charge of 50 € is incurred
c) less than three days before the hunt a charge is incurred equivalent to two
days’ first class accomodation and two days of the contracted hunt
5. Whether a foreign hunt agency or a hunter acting independently does not keep
the conditions indicated in point 3, the Hunt Agency has right to cancel the requested hunt.
6. When 3 days before the hunt cancellation occurs or the hunter arrives late the
costs already incurred by the Provider, in agreement with the Hunt Agency,
will be charged to the hunter but no more than 80% as indicated in point 4c.
7. A foreign hunter who shoots an animal out of season incurs a penalty according to the rates established by the Ministry of Enviroment dated on June
21, 2005. If shooting takes place without the consent of the organiser the
hunter incurs a penalty which is 200% of the price for that particular animal
as shown in the price list below. In all such cases the Hunt Agency
“DIANA” PZL Ltd will inform a national hunt organisation, a country of
which a foreign hunter comes from.
C. Payments and reductions
1. All the prices indicated in the price list are gross prices. They are used for
the calculation of fees between the Hunt Agency, the Provider, a foreign
hunt agency or a hunter acting independently.
2. Methods of calculating the fees payable between the Hunt Agency and the
Provider will occure after an invoice is presented by the Provider. He is
also obliged to attach the range of his services as well as the results of hunting which are to be indicated there. (See. chapter II, point 3). Specification
of the prices, indicated in the invoice, is carried out by a Hunt Agency’s
representative.
3. Settlement of accounts between a foreign hunt agency, a foreign hunter and
the Hunt Agency is carried out only by the representatives of the two
aforementioned hunt agencies when a detailed record is delivered by the
Provider.
4. When game shoots are organised in cooperation with a foreign hunt agency
all services provided and all animals shot have to indicated in the official record; the clearing of accounts between the domestic and the foreign hunt
agency is based on this formal record and then it has to to be invoiced.
5. If a foreign hunter registers a complaint concerning the conditions of accommodation or the hunt, the payment (to the Provider) is withheld until the
complaint is cleared up. The foreign hunter is obliged to inform the Provider
and the Hunt Agency of his complaint as soon as possible after the problem
occurs.
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D. Lodging a complaint
Lodging of any foreign hunters’ complaints relating to organisation or leading the hunts, conditions of accommodation, meals, valuation of the trophies, skills and work of the Provider’s staff, gides or interpreters, if occure any, will be delt with by the Hunter Agency. Complaints must be written and handed to the guide or left at the Hunt Agency office (a receipt will
be issued) no later than the time of writing of the official record.The fact that
a complaint has been lodged must form part of the record.
Complaints which are lodged after the hunt has finished, after leaving the
hunting ground or leaving Poland, or which are not in written form, will not
be taken into consideration.

II. Additional information
1. The Hunt Agency provides insurance for every foreign hunter whilst
shooting game on Polish territory for Accident & Civil Liability. For a
stay of up to 15 days, the insurance cost is 16 €.
2. A foreign hunter is required to adhere strictly to Polish hunt regulations
mainly to those which are comprised in the directive issued on March 23,
2005 by Minister of Enviroment but particularly mentioned in chapters 2, 3
and 5 of the regulations. A foreign hunter has to be instructed before the
hunt game begins by the Provider’s representative or an interpreter/guide in
a language which the visiting foreigner understands. A copy of these regulations will be sent on request. If infringement of the regulations occurs, particularly those concerning safety, the Provider is entitled to remove a hunter
for a day or to stop all hunting. In these cases compensation is not payable at
all.
3. When the hunt is finished the trophies of the chase are valued. A record, in
Polish and in a language which is known by the foreigner, is completed on
an official, numbered form. This form indicates the number, type and quality
of trophies, a sort and quality of the provided services and is completed by a
representative of the Hunt Agency in the presence of a representative of the
Provider, the foreign hunter and the interpreter/guide.
The official hunt record establishes the basis for :
- the removal from Poland, duty-free, of the hunt trophies and carcasses
- calculation of the fees between the foreign hunter and the Hunt Agency or
a foreign hunt agency and the Provider
- arbitration in case of dispute
4. Hunt trophies will be valued but no later than the time of writing of the official record (preparation of the trophies should take place at least 24 hours
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earlier). If the hunter leaves less than 24 hours after the final trophies preparation then the actual weight (unprepared) of trophies will be entered on the
record. This weight is used as the basis for calculating the fees; disputes will
not be entered into. In the case when the the trophy is of a medal value
the Provider is obliged to inform a Hunt Agency’s representative but no
later than at the end of the hunt. This will enable the Hunt Agency to valuate the trophy according to CIC (Conseil International de la Chasse) formula.
5. If a foreign hunter takes the unprepared antlers of a deer as a trophy then the
weight of the animal’s head and the estimated weight of the trophy is put
down in the record. The estimated weight of the trophy forms the basis in relation to which the fees are calculated. No dipute will be entered into.
6. The payment for an animal which has been shot remains payable even if the
animal is not retrieved. The accompanying Polish hunter is obliged to look
for the wounded animal and find evidence, such as blood or pieces of hair or
bone, that the animal was hit. When the animal is found the Hunt Agency
takes the fee for the trophy and for the spoiled carcass meat according to the
current game prices. If required, a search can be continued after the departure of the hunter, following agreement (shown in the record) that payment
will be made according to prices in the official price list and that the costs of
forwarding the trophy by mail, to an agreed address, will be covered.
7. All shots fired at big game, including misses, are to be recorded. Misses are
no paid.
8. The Provider is responsible for dealing with all customers’ complaints relating to organisation or leading the hunts, conditions of accommodation,
meals, skills and work of the staff, gides or interpreters.
9. If a foreign hunter decides to leave a skin or trophy in Poland this fact is
noted on the official record in the ‘remarks’ section. Following this the skin
or trophy cannot be later removed from the country.
10. A foreign hunter wishing to use private accommodation must have the prior
agreement of the Provider (hunt club or breeding centre).
III. Accommodation services
The price for accommodation includes: (foreign hunter or person accompanying
him)
- accommodation and food
- accommodation and food for guide/interpreter
Prices are as follows:
a)”S” category hunting lodge
63 ,- extra charge for single room 13 ,b) ”I” category hunting lodge
55 ,- extra charge for single room 12 ,6

c) all other hunting lodges
45 ,- extra charge for single room
8 ,Attention! In hotels of 4th category or more, SPA, etc... – Price will be agreed
with the customer individually before the start of the hunt.
”S” category accommodation is situated in hotels (2-3 stars), small mansion
houses, villas, residences and other detached houses where there is:
- private bathroom
- separate dining room and living room with a TV
- drying room (place)
Such rooms are comfortable, well prepared, and equipped with beds or sofa
beds, wardrobes, bedside cabinets.
” I” category accommodation is in hotels (1-2 stars), guest houses or other
houses in private grounds with:
- a separate bathroom for hunters’ use only
- a separate dining room and living room
The hunters rooms are comfortable and well prepared with beds or sofa beds,
wardrobes and bedside cabinets.
Other accommodations are situated in adequate but less luxurious premises
than the above. Rooms are comfortable and well prepared with beds or sofa
beds, wardrobes and bedside cabinets. If adequate space is available, meals may
be served in the room.
Attention!:
- If the accommodation is required for longer than the last full day’s stay a
fixed charge of 15,- per person is payable for each extra meal.
- If the stay is shortened a refund is payable of 10,- per person for each
meal not taken.
- A special formal meal, dinner or supper, may be orderd at an extra charge
per person of 16,-.
An inerpreter/guide service
1. An inerpreter/guide emloyed by the Provider or the Hunt Agency will be
ompetent in a lanquage that is understood well by the foreign hunter.
2. In the case of a large group hunt the services of an interpreter/guide is
compulsory.
3. Each foreign hunter or person accompanying him in the hunt pays 5,- to
13,- for the services of an interpreter/guide. The amount of this fee depends on the type and duration of the hunt.
4. The interpreter/guide’s fee is established in Polish currency (PLN) by the
Provider or by the Hunt Agency.
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IV. HUNT ORGANIZATION
1. Individual hunt
The organization of individual hunting contains: prepare the hunting ground,
provide one assistant Polish hunter for each foreign hunter, prepare and value
the trophies.
The fee is - 59 , - per day per hunter
Two goings out to a hunting ground are organized a day; early in the morning
and at the evening (or 1 for the whole night). Considering the Provider’s expenditures, Polish assistant hunter’s effort and time consumed, payment for organizing a hunt game will be calculated according to previous orderings.
A day’s resignation does not give the base to reduce the total price of the hunting game.
2. Group driven hunts:
are organized from the first Saturday before 1 October to the first Sunday after
15 January.
Shooting predators such as: fox, marten, badger, raccoon, American mink is free
but it needs to be written down into the official record.
The driven hunting contains: prepare the hunting ground, provide the necessary
number of beaters and gundogs, organize transport, organise a final tribute to the
quarry, provide a horn player, announce the hunt winner and runner-up and
award them, souvenirs for the hunting king and v-e king, prepare and value trophies.
Fees per day per hunter are:
a) hunting:
- in a group 3-5 of hunters
- 6 and more

- 95 ,- 129 ,-

Attention please!
There are possibilities for 1- 2 foreign hunters to participate in a driven shooting
organized for a Polish a hunters’ association members.
To take part in such a game you need to pay 50,- for one person per day.
Besides that, a hunter who wins a beast is obliged to pay for it according to the
prices given in the price list.
According to a foreign hunter or a foreign hunt agency’s request the Hunt Agency “DIANA” PZL is able to arganize a group hunt for phesants, wild ducks or
partridges. In these cases the fee for hunts and shoots will be negotiated with the
Provider and put forward to a foreign hunter or to a foreign hunt agency to be
accepted before the Voucher is set-up and hunter/hunters come to Poland.
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V. Additional services and fees
1. The Hunt Agency takes 65,- € per a hunter to prepare of a hunting game
documentation.
2. The fee for transport of a foreign hunter during his individual hunt is 0,5 €
per kilometer. A mileage allowance can be also allowed but its amount has
to be set up before the first leaving for the hunting ground.
3. At a foreign hunter’s request some additional services can be organized e.g.:
horse riding, sail-boat or rowing-boat trips etc. However all their conditions
and prices have to be established each time between all interested parties.
4. A foreign hunter can bring a gundog but each time it has to be agreed with
the owner or provider of a hunting lodge. The owner is responsible for feeding it and to compensate damages, if occure any. A hunter can bring one
gundog; the a Agency should be informed of this on registration.
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VI. Species, shooting, trophies
DEER
Red stags:
Hunting season: 21 August to 28 February
Trophy: antlers and skull.
The fees for shooting are according to the weight of the antlers including the
skull (occipital and nose bones, upper jaw) without the lower jaw:
up to 1.99 kg -289,- 2.00 to 2,49 kg
-499,- 2,50 to 2,99 kg
-639,- 3.00 to 3.49 kg
-729,- 3.50 to 4.99 kg
-899,- 5.00 to 5.99 kg
-1059,- plus 3.5- for each 0.01 kg over 5.0kg
- 6.00 to 6.99 kg -1409,- plus 5.0- for each 0.01 kg over 6.0kg,
- 7.00 to 7.99 kg -1919,- plus 9.9- for each 0.01 kg over 7.0kg,
- 8.00 kg and over -2909,- plus 12.5- for each 0.01 kg over this weight
Spike Deer:
To take the game
- 144,Rifle shot wound
- 529,Hind:
- hunting season: 1 September to 15 January,
- trophy: skull
- fee for shooting or rifle-shot:
- 60 ,Calf:
- hunting season: 1 September to 28 February
- fee for shooting or rifle-shot:
- 60,-

FALLOW DEER
Fallow bucks:
- hunting season: 1 September to 28 February,
- trophy: antlers
The fee is according to the weight of the antlers including skull (occipital and
nasal bones, upper jaw).
up to 1.49 kg -339,- 1.50 to 2.49 kg
-379,- plus 2.3,- for each 0.01 kg over 1.5 kg
- 2.50 to 2.99 kg
-609,- plus 4.0,- for each 0.01 kg over 2.5 kg
over 3.00 kg -1009,- plus 10.0,- for each 0.01 kg over 3.0 kg
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rifle-shot wound
Fallow deer buck (spike )
- to take the game

-339,-

-

-169,-

Fallow deer: doe or fawn:
hunting season: - doe – 1st September - 15th January
- fawn – 1st September – 28th February
- fee
- 50,-

ROE DEER
Roebuck:
Hunting season: 11 May to 30 September
- trophy: antlers
The fee depends on the the weight of the antlers including skull (occipital and
nasal bones, upper jaw) less 90 g.
up to 99 g
100 g to 149 g
150 g to 199 g
200 g to 249 g
250 g to 299 g
300 g to 349 g
350 g to 399 g
400 g to 449 g
450 g to 499 g
over 500 g

-45,-61,-115,-165 ,-195,-230 ,-429,-779,-1179,-1629,-

Rifle-shot roebuck
Wig roebuck

plus 0.6 - for each g over 200 g
plus 0.7 - for each g over 250 g
plus 4.0 - for each g over 300 g
plus 7.0 - for each g over 350 g
plus 8.0 - for each g over 400 g
plus 9.0 - for each g over 450 g
plus 9.3 - for each g over 500 g

-165,-1851,-

Roe deer: doe or fawn:
Hunting season - from 1 October to 15 January,
- fee:
-30 ,-
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WILD BOAR
Hunting season: All year long
Boars:
Trophy: tusks
The fee depends on the length of tusks (average length of the two tusks taken on
the longer side of the bow):
14.0 cm -.15.9 cm
-385 ,16.0 cm - 20.0 cm
-409 ,- plus 11 ,- for each mm over 16 cm
over 20 cm
-849 ,- plus 14 ,- for each mm over 20 cm
Attention! Price for the preparation of antlers of less than 14 cm size made
upon request of the hunter 60,Attention: If a hunter wishes to take the whole head the visible part of the tusks
are taken as 1/3 of their total length. This is the basis on which the fee is calculated.
Two to three year-old boar (tusks up to 13.9 cm), wild sow, two-year old and
young wild boars. The price depends on the weight of the disembowelled
animal:
up to 29.9 kg
-50 ,- from 30.0 kg to 49.9 kg
-113 ,- from 50.0 kg to 79.9 kg
-199 ,- over 80.0 kg
-283 ,- rifle-shot boar on individual or group hunt
- 80 ,Attention:
The fee for shooting non trophy boars from 1st of May to 31st of September
depends on the weight of disembowelled animal and is reduced 20 %.
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All kinds of trophies of a medal value, provisionally estimated by a Hunter
Agency’s representative according to CIC formula, wins a medal that will be
confirmed with a certificate.

We are inviting to use our services

„Diana-PZL”
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